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Effect of Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate on Copper Anodic Dissolution in Phosphoric Acid Solution
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In Electrochemical Mechanical Planarization process (ECMP), concentrated phosphoric acid is usually used as electrolyte. Role of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) in anodic dissolution of Cu in concentrated phosphoric acid was studied by Cyclic Voltammetry (CV), inhibition efficiency (IE) calculation and in-situ observation of the Cu electrode surface at anodic overpotentials. It was found that presence of SDS enhances surface passivation of Cu in both active and passive potential regions. Moreover, in the passive region, introduction of SDS results in fine, close-packed and stable layers of oxygen bubbles, which can effectively inhibit anodic dissolution of Cu. A correlation was established between the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and the structure of the passive film. The values of $R_{ct}, Y_{ct}, R_f, Y_f$ increase with the addition of SDS indicate that SDS is helpful to form the film of oxide copper. Therefore, SDS can be used as an additive to achieve excellent planarization efficiency for ECMP.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Phosphoric acid is the main ingredient of electrolyte solutions for Cu electrochemical planarization. It is used to inhibit dissolution of recessed areas on Cu electrode by forming passive film and to promote anodic dissolution of the protrusions. Concentrated phosphoric acid solution has also been employed as electrolyte for Cu electrochemical mechanical planarization (ECMP)[1-7]. ECMP is a new surface planarization technique which combines electrochemical planarization and chemical mechanical planarization (CMP), with advantages such as high efficiency, low energy consumption
and low defect rate, etc. In ECMP, dissolution inhibitor for anode is added to polishing electrolyte solutions in order to obtain uniform and flat surface layer of Cu. Dissolution inhibitor can effectively prevent nano-scale recessed areas from dissolution by forming physical layer with closed-packed structures on Cu. During ECMP process, tiny protrusions are removed by combined forces of mechanical polishing, anodic dissolution and chemical reaction of phosphoric acid, and the recessed areas remain intact due to the presence of physical barrier of adsorbed inhibitor. In this way, excellent planarization efficiency can be achieved. The most commonly used Cu corrosion inhibitors, such as benzotriazole (BTA)[7-9], 5-phenyl-1H-tetrazole (PTA)[7, 10] and ammonium dodecyl sulfate (ADS)[4-6], etc, have been employed as dissolution inhibitors for Cu planarization. BTA is probably the best efficient Cu dissolution inhibitor; however, its effect is diminished in concentrated phosphoric acid[11]. Y. Hong et al. studied Cu planarization process in electrolyte solution which is composed of aminoacetic acid and hydrogen peroxide[12]. It was found that ADS is more effective than BTA for corrosion inhibition at low concentrations. Roy D indicates that passive layer on Cu can be readily formed by using BTA and ADS together[1]. PC Goonetilleke found that ADS is a good corrosion inhibitor on Cu in CMP and ECMP processes[13]. The author attributed the corrosion inhibiting ability of ADS to the formation of semi-micelles, which adsorb on Cu and become compact physical barrier.

In this study, SDS was used as dissolution inhibitor for Cu electrochemical mechanical planarization. Cu electrode surface was monitored in-situ by optical microscope during anodic dissolution of Cu, and role of SDS in Cu electrochemical mechanical planarization was investigated.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Cu (99.95% purity) plate with 1mm thickness was used as working electrode, Pt as counter electrode and Hg/Hg$_2$SO$_4$ was used as reference electrode. Experiments were conducted in an H electrochemical cell. 85% phosphoric acid solution was used as electrolyte and 1g/L SDS was used as dissolution inhibitor. SP-150 electrochemical station (Biologic, France) was used for Cyclic Voltammetry study. KLN-J500 400× USB Digital Microscope was used for in-situ observation of the Cu dissolution under anodic potentials, and surface images of Cu were captured with a computer.

The electrochemical test cell was composed of the Cu working electrode, the platinum counter electrode and the Hg/Hg$_2$SO$_4$ reference electrode with a Luggin probe. EIS measurements were performed with BIOLOGIC SP-150 electrochemical workstation and operated over the frequency range from $10^5$ to $10^1$ Hz. A small amplitude perturbation of 10 mV in a sine wave was applied to ensure the linearity for impedance analysis. Prior to each EIS measurement, the potential was held for 10 min to form a passive film.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1a, b shows the comparison of CV curves for Cu anode in 85wt% phosphoric acid solution with (b) and without (a) 1g/L SDS. Without SDS, as shown in Figure 1a, passive potential
region was reached as anodic potential increased to 0.4V, and O$_2$ was not released until potential reached 1.5V. As shown in Figure 1, dissolution current in the active region was lower with than without the presence of SDS. Moreover, with SDS the passive current was stable, and passive region was reached at a lower anodic potential. As the anodic potential passed 1.5V (Figure 1b), passive current began to decrease until it reached the minimum at 1.7V, after which the current began to increase.

Figure 1. CV curves for Cu anodization in 85% phosphoric acid solution (a) and in 85% phosphoric acid solution containing 1g/L SDS (b).

Figure 2. Plot of Inhibition Efficiency (IE) of SDS on Cu in 85%wt phosphoric acid vs applied anodic potential $E$.

Based on the CV curves for Cu anodization, Inhibition Efficiency (IE) of SDS for Cu in Phosphoric acid solution was obtained, which was calculated by using the following equation:

$$\text{IE} = \frac{i_{\text{without SDS}} - i_{\text{with SDS}}}{i_{\text{without SDS}}} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
As shown in Figure 2, anodic dissolution of Cu in phosphoric acid was inhibited in the active region, passive region and O\textsubscript{2} releasing potential region due to the addition of SDS. In active region (0~0.4V), IE of SDS on Cu increased with applied anodic potential, with a maximum value of 51%; while in passive region (0.4V~1.5V), IE decreased from 40% to 11% as the applied potential became higher. In O\textsubscript{2} releasing region (1.5~1.8V), IE increased to 60% and then decreased. The inhibition effect of SDS on Cu in active and passive regions is probably due to the fact that SDS molecules adsorb on Cu and form semi-micelle clusters with a close-packed structure. Anodization of the Cu electrode surface was monitored in-situ by optical microscope. O\textsubscript{2} was found when applied anodic potential on Cu in phosphoric acid solutions increased to 1.5V. In 85wt% phosphoric acid containing no SDS, O\textsubscript{2} bubbles escaped from Cu surface to bulk solution without adhering on Cu, and diameters of the bubbles were found to be in the range of 300 to 400 µm (see Figure 3a). In contrast, with SDS in phosphoric acid, O\textsubscript{2} bubbles adhered on Cu surface, forming compact layers of tiny bubbles. The bubbles, with diameters of 10~20µm (see Figure 3b), covered the whole surface area of Cu electrode. As anodic potential was further increased to 1.8V, large amount of O\textsubscript{2} was produced and O\textsubscript{2} bubbles were seen to detach from Cu surface. When the Cu electrode was pulled out from electrolyte solution to air, the O\textsubscript{2} bubble layer stayed on electrode surface for 60s, and then disappeared. The stable, compact layers of tiny O\textsubscript{2} bubbles adhering on Cu act as a physical barrier between Cu and the planarization electrolyte solution, which reduces effective surface area of Cu electrode, and therefore, reduces the passive current on Cu. A minimum current had been observed, as shown in Figure 1b. As more O\textsubscript{2} was produced, the physical barrier formed with O\textsubscript{2} layers was damaged by collision with escaping O\textsubscript{2} bubble from electrode surface, and thus, resulting in the increase in passive current.

**Figure 3.** Pictures of O\textsubscript{2} generated from Cu surface in a CV test under the following conditions: (a) in 85%wt H\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} solution at 1.6V; (b) in 85%wt H\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} solution containing 1g/L SDS at 1.6V.

Figure 4 exhibit 3-D Bode phase plots for a Cu electrode obtained at various anodic potentials in the potential range 0.5 to 1.4V. in 85%H\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} electrolyte (Figure 1a) with 1g/L SDS (Figure 1b). Bode phase plots of Figure 1 shows two maximum peaks at intermediate frequency, which indicate the presence of two time lags. Nyquist plots also exhibits a double-semicircle mode with increasing frequency in a counter-clockwise direction. Therefore, a double-capacitance mode is used to fit these EIS data of Cu interface. Similar to others model\cite{14-19}, the equivalent circuit simulating the interface behavior of Cu ECMP is depicted in Figure 5 where $R_s$ is the solution resistance; $R_f$, the passive-film...
resistance; $R_{ct}$, the charge-transfer resistance; CPE$_{ft}$, the passive-film constant phase elements; and CPE$_{dl}$, the double-layer constant phase elements. In the case of a non-uniform surface with distributed elements, the ideal capacitive element would be replaced by the constant-phase element (CPE), and then the EIS results of the practical electrodes could be fitted more agreeably. The equivalent circuit exhibits two capacitive loops, one for the solid–electrolyte interface ($R_{ct}$, CPE$_{dl}$) in high frequency and one for the passive film ($R_f$, CPE$_{dl}$) in low frequency.
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\caption{3-D Bode phase plots for a Cu electrode obtained at various anodic potentials in the potential range 0.5 to 1.4V. (a) 85%H$_3$PO$_4$, (b) 85%H$_3$PO$_4$+1g/L SDS}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Equivalent-circuit diagram used to fit the EIS results in Figure 4}
\end{figure}

$R_{ct}$, the charge transfer resistance, is typical for metal electrodes not blocked by an oxide film. As Figure 6 shows the best-fit results for $R_{ct}$ are ~17Ωcm$^2$ in 85wt% H$_3$PO$_4$ and ~23Ωcm$^2$ in SDS-containing electrolyte. A smaller charge transfer time delay, defined as $R_{ct}C_{dl}$, led to a faster Cu dissolution rate[2]. The charge transfer time delay increased in SDS-containing solution indicating that SDS significantly had inhibited the Cu dissolution in H$_3$PO$_4$. The value of $Y_f$ increases with the increase of anodic potentials. $Y_f$ is consistent with the oxide film thickness($L_f$), $Y_f = \varepsilon\varepsilon_0/L_f$[20]. Therefor film thickness of copper oxide is increases with the increase of anodic potentials and increase with the addition of SDS. the addition of SDS also increase $R_f$ by ~10 times. The results show that SDS is helpful to form the film of oxide copper.
Figure 6. Best-fit results of each element of the equivalent circuit in Figure 6 to the impedance spectra in Figure 5

4. CONCLUSIONS

It was demonstrated that anodic dissolution of Cu in phosphoric acid solution at different applied potentials was inhibited when SDS was added. In both active and passive potential regions, the inhibition effect was resulted from the adsorption of SDS on Cu. At high anodic potentials, O$_2$ was generated from Cu surface, and tiny O$_2$ bubbles aggregated on the whole electrode surface. The compact O$_2$ layers acted as a physical barrier between Cu and electrolyte solution, preventing Cu from further dissolution, which increased the inhibition efficiency. Therefore, SDS can be used as an additive in phosphoric acid electrolyte to achieve excellent planarization efficiency for Cu electrochemical mechanical planarization.
This paper has presented the EIS results accompanied with the simulated equivalent circuit for Cu in 85wt% H$_3$PO$_4$. The effects of sodium dodecyl sulfonate(SDS) on the oxide film forming of Cu have also been analyzed and discussed. The values of $R_{ct}$, $Y_{ct}$, $R_f$, $Y_f$ increase with the addition of SDS indicate that SDS significantly has inhibited the Cu dissolution in H$_3$PO$_4$ and increase the film thickness of copper oxide.
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